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Chapterr 4 

Introductionn to Differential Time-
Seriess Astronomical Photometry 
Usingg Charge-Coupled Devices 

S.. B. Howell 

Ast.Ast. Sac. of the Pac. 1992, Conf. Series Vol. 23. 

4.11 Introduct io n 

Wee are all st udents in the as t ronomy game. Each of us picks our lil t Ic niche ami al t emp ts 

too develop it into a worthwhi le tool for teaching, research, or at least for a brief g l impse of 

unders tand ing.. ( 'CDs have, to repeal an oft heard phrase, revolut ionized ast ro i iomv in 

te rmss ( / a l l o w i ng observers to "see" fainter, get higher signal-to-noise (S/.X) da ta, and to 

measuree more precise astrophysica] values. Hut in my opinion, these are not the onlv areas 

wheree ( 'CDs wil l make one of their biggest impacts in astronomy, i believe that these small 

piecess of semi-conductor mater ial and their modest en tourage of associated electronics and 

hostt compu te rs wil l great ly increase the amount of good basic ast ronomical da ta col lected. 

Smalll  te lescopes available a many ins t i tu t ions from high schools to universi t ies, a m a t e ur 

as t ronomerss at all levels, and even the many smal l, usually unsuppor ted, telescopes at major 

observator ies,, are now all possible sites of frontier research. 

Wee all have had or wil l have observat ional projects where the goal is clear but the 

amountt of da ta needed to a t ta in it is more than one person or one observatory wil l ever 
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hehe able to collect.. Astronomy is thus bounded in many areas by statistical treatments or 

smalll  numbers of observations. This type of approach wil l no doubt continue and in fact is 

thee essence of science in general, but for some areas of observational astronomy. 1 feel that 

tremendouss progress will be made. For example, imagine the surprises and information that 

wouldd be contained in a program to observe a sample of variable quasars every week for 

twoo years or the monitoring of any variable star every night for an extended period of time. 

Thesee types of projects are happening now, mostly through the use of smaller dedicated 

telescopess and CCI) systems. They will present unprecedented data sets that wil l aid both 

futuree observers and theorists alike. 

Astronomicall  photometry has been around for a long time. In fact, it is probably one 

off  the two oldest professions. Many nights were no doubt spent lying outside looking up at 

thee skies and noticing that some of the points of light did not remain constant. Over the 

yearss since these ancient times, many refinements have been made in both endeavors, but 

thiss paper wil l present a review of the methods that are useful for obtaining high quality 

temporall  data, sets using ('CDs and differential measuring techniques. 

Nott to dislodge any of the ideas and beliefs that my colleagues present in Howell (1992), 

butt the topic of this chapter is probably the simplest to implement in terms of hardware, 

software,, observational technique, and data processing and is one of the most straightfor-

wardd uses of a CCD camera. It does, like all observational methods, have its limitations 

and,, in fact, sometimes the simplemindedness of it can fool you. So approach this chap-

terr with enthusiasm and interest, but don't take those thinking caps off. As we will see, 

theree are various levels at, which one can get involved with time-series photometric observa-

tions,, and as the method becomes more sophisticated, the techniques used must also become 

more11 sophisticated. I think that Figure 4.1 gives an overall summary of the purpose of our 

endeavors. . 

11 wil l start this review with a brief discussion of the basic ideas and uses of differential 

photometry.. This wil l not try to repeat any of the general comments and discussion of some 

off  the previous chapters, but some overlap wil l no doubt occur. This is not to be looked at 

ass a waste of pages but rather as a tool to see how different approaches to similar problems 

leadd to a better understanding of the issues in general. I will then get into some details of 

thee usage of a CCI) for this type of science, some examples to acquaint you with CC'Ds, 

thee method of differential photometry, and ways to test the validity of the data obtained. 

II  wil l next present some possible future directions and, finally, have included, within the 

references,, an additional list, of relevant reading material. 
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4.22 What ' s the Use? 

Iff  you go back and examine the titl e of this paper, you wil l see that it contains some 

fancyy words strung together making it all sound pretty impressive. So what is it we are 

reallyy talking about? We want to exploit ('CDs for observing celestial sources, examine and 

measuree the collected data, and then determine whether a particular source is variable in 

timee and to what statistically significant level. 

Wee will not be concerned very much here with absolute photometry or transforming 

ourr measured magnitudes to a standard photometric, system. These topics are discussed in 

detaill  in the preceding chapter. For time-series work, this step is not always necessary. But 

wee will be concerned with the method by which many types of variable or suspected variable 

sourcess can be studied, ways of reducing the data in an optimum fashion, and statistical 

proceduress we can use to determine the level of variability. During the past five years, stars, 

asteroids,, comet nuclei, quasars, and active galaxies have all been studied using various forms 

off  differential photometry. 

AA realization that scientists cume to sooner or later, is that all measurements are differ-

entiall  measurements. Those which we call "absolute" measurements and therefore tend to 

havee more faith or belief in, are simply measurements in which one part of the differencing 

iss against a so called "standard" source. For example, the chapter by DaCosta contained in 

Howelll  (1992) details the methods by which astronomers can transform photometric mea-

suress onto standard photometric systems. This transformation process, while not always 

straightforward,, is an important process as it allows for the comparison of observations 

takenn by different observers. 

Thee topic of interest to us here, is the observation and study of temporal source vari-

abilityy using a CCD as the detector. There are great advantages to using a CCD compared 

withh a photomultiplier tube (PMT); CCDs have higher quantum efficiencies than PMTs. 

theyy provide simultaneous background measurement, they eliminate the need for aperture 

centeringg of the source during observation, and maybe the most important, CCDs have less 

backgroundd (sky) noise per sensing element. PMTs do however, still have some observational 

regimess in which they are a better choice than CCDs, mainly in the area of very high speed 

sampling.. This is likely to change in the near future as some groups are already working on 

highh speed CCD photometers (see e.g., Stover 1986; Abbott and Opal 1988). 

Thee basic idea for time series photometry (Howell and Jacoby 1986) using a ('CD as 

aa detector is to sit on a source (or sources) for some extended time period during which 

thee instrument samples the emitted flux. Commonly, these measurements are made through 

variouss filters to isolate certain wavelength regions of interest. White light photometry, i.e.. 
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usingg the instrumental characteristics to determine the effective bandpass instead of a filter, 

generallyy collects flux arriving from most of the visible part of the spectrum, (CCDs, for 

example,, are generally sensitive to incoming flux between about 3000 A to l/i) . 

Differentiall  photometry consists of comparing a source of interest to other sources 

presentt on the same frames. These comparison sources provide essentially a perfect method 

off  dealing with sky, background, and instrumental noise, as they can be used to set limit s on 

thee noise levels, the instrument stability, and therefore the intrinsic accuracy of variability. 

Inn the simplest case, there are three objects of interest; the source which we want to test 

forr variability, and two comparison sources. Let us call these, keeping with tradition, V 

(thee source of interest, or suspected variable), and C and K (two comparison sources). We 

alsoo wil l limi t our discussion here to point sources (stellar-like objects such as stars, QSOs. 

orr AGNs with bright nuclei), as the situation is much more difficult for 2-D objects (e.g., 

comets,, fuzzy galaxies). 

Figuree 4.2 shows an example of time-series light curve data. Plotted arc four light 

curves,, three of which show common features (dips and wiggles), indicating that these (and 

off  course all) sources on each frame were subject to similar variations due to transparency 

changess or clouds, unrelated to actual source variation. The source V quite obviously shows 

aa different light curve pattern, giving us a hint that it may indeed be intrinsically variable 

withh time. In fact, 25 candidate light curves were produced from this ~3-hour sequence of 

CCDD observations, actually allowing the discovery of the variable star from these data (see 

Differentiall  Photometry Section and Figure 4.8). 

4.33 The Basics 

Howelll  and .Jacoby (1986) looked into two methods of obtaining time-series photometric 

dataa with a CCD. One method, which has since not been further explored to the best 

off  my knowledge, was to track the telescope at non-sidereal rates. This action produces 

trailedd images of all the sources present, including any source of interest and by picking 

thee appropriate track rate, one could vary the time resolution acquired. This method has 

potentiall  for obtaining high time resolution data, but see Howell and Jacoby for a discussion 

off  some of its weak points. 

Thee other method discussed by Howell and Jacoby, and the focus of this paper, was 

termedd "repeated exposures'\ Simply put, the telescope is trained upon an object of interest 

andd allowed to track 'it for extended periods of time. During this time, short exposures are 

madee in a continuous fashion. Each of these frames therefore contains theobject(s) of interest 

andd (hopefully) two or more comparison sources. The entire data set is reduced in a more or 
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Fig.. 4. 
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Fig.. 4.2.— Four raw instrumental light curves vs. time. The real magnitudes of all four 
objectss are approximately equal (V ~ 19), and they have I.een plotted here with offsets 
applied.. Notice how the three objects, labeled with ("s. track each other showing passing 
cloudss or transparency changes. 
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lessless standard way (see the chapters by Gilliland and (ïuilixson in Howell (1992) and further 

sectionss in this chapter). Two-dimensional aperture photometry is then completed for each 

sourcee of interest on each frame, and a light curve is produced. When acquiring the ('CD 

fieldd to use fur such a time-series data sot. defects in the C O ), such a bad pixels, hot pixels. 

andd had columns, should be avoided (see chapter by Jacoby and Massey). Also, any object 

off  interest should not be placed too near an edge, especially if no auto-guiding capability 

exists.. This procedure ensures that small drifts in image placement due to guiding errors, 

telescopee flexure, or atmospheric refraction, won't cause your source to fall outside the C O) 

boundaries. . 

Manyy C O) systems are available today in which these types of observations can be 

made:: from national observatories to amateur telescopes. The biggest problem with most of 

thesee systems is in handling the shear volume of data that can be generated, for example, 

aa typical light curve obtained on one night of observing might consist of 6 hours of 3-minule 

integrationss on a source, resulting in ~100 C O) frames. For a C O) of dimension 512 X 512 

pixelss (average to small by todays standards), this equals , at ~ 1/2 Mbyte per image, a 

totall  of 50 Mbytes of data. For a week long run, this becomes ~ 300 Mbytes. The numbers 

goo up rather quickly and if this amount of data is to be manipulated and reduced quickly 

andd efficiently, some thought must be given to tho storage, retrieval, and reduction processes 

too be used. 

Onee of the easiest procedures to use to avoid large amounts of data is to oidy use a 

piecee of the CCD. Many software systems allow for windowing the CCD to some rectangular 

sizee (jf smaller dimension than full frame. For many applications with typical images scales. 

(~0.3-O.N(~0.3-O.N arcsec/pixol). a ('CD format area of 256 X 256 pixels is usually quite sufficient. 

Anolherr easy solution is to use on-chip binning. This allows the user to sum together pixels 

withh the CCD electronics hrfort they are stored as digital numbers. These "superpixels" 

causee a slight loss in spatial resolution (while increasing the .S/.V for a given integration 

time),, and accomplish a reduction in the stored CCD frame size. Roth of these answers to 

reducingg the final stored ('CD size are to be used with caution, however. The image scale of 

aa given camera combination (i.e., the mapping or arc seconds on the sky to each CCD pixel) 

shouldd be considered. Using too small a window, might not allow a sufficient number of 

comparisonn sources to be present and binning the pixels may undersample each point source 

suchh that photometric accuracy and source centering capability are sacrificed (see e.g., Stone 

1989.. Stetson 1987. Buonaimo r/ al. 19S9. Morlino and Howell 1992). 

Forr systems in which autoguiding is available, it should certainly be used. It will allow 

muchh faster flat a reduction since each source of interest is located at or near the same 

pixelss in every frame. Datasets obtained without being guided, even for good tracking 
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telescopes,, often present reduction software problems and may need to have each frame 

reducedd separately, greatly increasing the time that user interaction is required. 

Anotherr consideration is the deadtime associated with CCD readout. Typical astronom-

icall  C'(T) readout times are from 20-15 seconds, during which time the stored charge in each 

pixell  is converted into a digital number (called a data number [D.\] or an analog-to-digital 

unitt [ADU] ) and stored usually onto a magnetic disk. Software overhead due to other items 

suchh as image preparation and storage time must also be considered. The effective sampling 

timee for a given CCD integration is therefore the sum of the integration time 4- readout 

timee + any other associated overhead time needed by the computer software or hardware. 

Typicall  numbers might be that for a 60-second integration, one would need to add 5 seconds 

forr image and CCD preparation, 30 seconds for readout, and another ó seconds for storage 

off  the image. This would make the effective sampling time equal to 100 seconds. All of these 

numbers,, except the integration time, are usually dependent on the CCD format size used 

andd are independent of the integration time. 

Evenn though the deadtimes for most CCD systems seem exceedingly long as compared 

too PMTs, the actual efficiency of a CCD for photometric observations is much higher. Re-

memberr that with a CCD one measures the variable, some comparisons, and the sky si-

multaneously,, so the practice of offsetting to comparison stars and centering them in the 

aperture,, and then offsetting to blank sky positions, is eliminated. The final 2-D digital 

imagee also allows for better sky determination and software measuring apertures that can 

bee fit after the fact and are much smaller than those used with PMTs. A typical PMT ob-

servationn might use a 10 or 20 arcsec aperture compared to a software selectable, few arcsec 

aperturee one can use with CCD data. This illustrates a big advantage of CCDs in terms of 

noisee per sensing element; i.e., 300+ square arcsec of sky for a PMT aperture imaged onto 

thee photocathode compared to ~ 0.2-1.0 square arcsec of sky per CCD pixel. Programs 

requiringg time resolutions shorter than 10-15 seconds will not be served well by most cur-

rentlyy available CCD systems. More sophisticated CCD controllers and software, as well as 

creativee thinking about data handling (e.g., real-time reductions or sub-area pixel readout), 

wil ll  likely eliminate most of the sampling time constraints with CCDs in the near future. 

AA problem that has always plagued photometrists is non- photometric weather. Us-

ingg differential techniques, observations can progress even when non-photometric conditions 

prevaill  (see Figure 1 and Howell and Jacoby 1986). During these non-photometric times, a 

losss of S/X or time resolution occurs due to the presence of thin clouds and/or transparency 

variations,, but that is heavily offset by the large inertasr in the total number of usable nights. 

Whilee observing on these nights, absolute photometry can not be performed however. But. 

sincee one measures all the sources in the CCD frame simultaneously, an image taken on a 
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photometricc night, at some previous or later time, of the same field in the same filter, allows 

eachh differential measurement to be converted into an absolute value. For differential mea-

surements,, air mass effects, color terms, and differential refraction are essentially eliminated 

andd do not have to be treated. Observations of a few photometric standards on a given 

night,, and without correction for color terms and air mass, wil l allow magnitudes accurate 

too a few tenths to be obtained for the program objects. For real absolute photometry, one 

mustt follow the practices outlined by DaCosta in the previous chapter. 

4.44 The Detai ls 

Beforee we start into the realm of differential photometry itself, let us first make1 sure 

wee understand some basic ideas we wil l need later on. These are: the signal-to-noise ratio 

(S/N)(S/N) and what it means for point sources imaged on CCDs, how we can extract the data 

optimally,, the use of growth curves, and some comments on background determination. 

4.4.11 S /N Rat io 

Photonss behave statistically according to the rules of Poisson (or photon) statistics. 

Manyy statistics books and basic astronomical photometry and instrument texts contain 

informationn on Poisson statistics (see e.g., Henden and Kaitchuck 1982 or Warner 1988). 

Thus,, for a perfect photon counting device (noiseless or essentially so), the S/N (equal to 

1/cr)) is given by 
SS N, I— 

/ XX  (4.1) NN JN. 
wheree :V„  are the total counts in the source. 

However,, just as we eventually learned after our freshman physics classes, no system is 

reallyy perfect. Therefore, we must augment our perfect equation with some other terms that 

bringg reality into play. 

Forr a ('CD. the standard equation for the ,S'/.Y of a measurement of a point source is 

givenn 1)V 
SS N. 
-- - . (4.2) 
AA ^N, + npix(Ns + A'r.) + A'ri) 

wheree each of the terms is described in Table 4.1. 

Fquationn (4,2) appears in many papers, (Xd) instrument manuals, and on blackboards 

inn instrumental ion classes. Hut where does it conic from'.' There are many SPIK publication̂  
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t hatt contain t r e a t m e n ts of its der ivat ion (see e.g.. the S P IE Proceedings, volumes 264. 290, 

331.. 445, 501, 627), and likely it appears elsewhere in this hook (see also Mor tara and Fowler 

lihsi). . 

Equat ionn (4.2) is the typical equat ion used by most observers to calculate the S/X 

off  a point source observat ion or to es t ima te in tegrat ion t imes needed before going to the 

telescope.. The re are. however, other subt le l e rms that are not included in it which can 

becomee qu i te impo r tant under some condi t ions. Mer l ine and Howell (1905) derive the S/X 

equat ionn in gory detail and discuss the impl icat ions of each te rm. Their final result is a 

revisedd ( 'CD equat ion of the form 

ss -V. 

\ / XX + npiT (l + ^ ) (As + A n + A'2 + G 'V f ) 

Thiss ecpiation has two te rms in it not present in Eq. (4.2). T he te rm (l + ^ 0 accounts 

forr the error associated wi t h the background (sky) de te rm ina t i on which is dependent on the 

numberr of background pixels used. The te rm (6')2<rf
2 deals with the digi t izat ion error ' in 

thee ou tput da ta. Th is la t ter te rm is especial ly impo r tant when one is using a (XT ) system 

wit hh a large gain, i.e., when the noise floor is not well samp led (e.g., a system with read 

noisee = 7e_ and a gain of Ï00 e_ / A D U ) . See Merl ine and Howell (1995) for a very detai led 

accountt of more than you probably ever wanted to know about t he S/X equat ion. 

4 . 4 .22 P o i s s on S t a t i s t i cs a nd E q s. ( 4 . 1) a nd (4 .2) 

Ass m all app rox ima t ions to reality, they are good enough up to a certain point after 

whichh dev iat ions occur. In what regimes can we use Eq. (4.1) and when do we need to 

invokee the full blown t rea tment given by Eq. (4.2). Th is is in pr inciple easy to see from 1 he 

equat ionss themselves. In Eq. (4.2), we see that if A'. > > np i x (A' s + A'D + A',2,), the ecpiation 

iss approx imate ly given by ^/X~ or the (noiseless) Poisson result. Th is wil l be our working 

definitionn of an observat ion of a bright source. 

thee digitization nois<- is a consequence of (lie conversion from analog to digital output. Basically, any 
fractionall  part of the signal 'left over" in each pixel, after the conversion to an integral number of A 1)1'. is 
simplyy chopped or lost. For example, a ('CD gain of 10 electrons/ADl." will yield an output value of 1 AIM.' 
forr 10 electrons. 2 ADl ' for 20 electrons, hut will also give a value of 1 ADl ' for 11 to 1!) electrons. This 
processs may lose up to almost one full ADl ' per pixel in any integration. In practice the problem is complex 
andd the average value of the lost signal depends on the type of A/D converter used and on the system gam. 
Thiss problem is discussed by Opal (1988). who also provides a good discussion of A/D converters useful for 
digitall  photometry. Digitization noise is treated in detail in Merline and Howell (1990) 
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Figuree 1..'? shows a plot of the percentage error which would occur if Eq. (4.1 ) was used 

too calcu late the ,s'/.\ instead of Eq. (1.2) (see also Howell 1989). For a specific range in 

thee observat ions (i.e.. br ight sources), the ,S'/.Y ~ \/~XZ. But it very quickly dev iates from 

thiss approx imat ion as the addi t ional noise te rm in the denomina tor of Eq. (1.2) begins to 

becomee significant (i.e., faint or low ,S'/;V sources). 

4 . 4 .33 O p t i m u m D a t a E x t r a c t i o n 

Wee now look at the S/X of a point source as a function of how one appl ies the software1 

ape r tu ree to it dur ing the ext rac t ion of pho tomet r ic da ta. Figure 4 shows a point source of 

m o d e r a tee S/X imaged onto a ( 'CD. ( ' lose examinat ion of this image reveals that the wings 

off  1 he point source cover much more area than does the core and most of th is area is noisy. 

Inn fact, if we plot the calculated S/X for a point source vs. radius of the extract ion aper tu re 

wee get. ihe results shown in Figure 4.5 (see Howell 1989). 

Theree are th ree ' important features to glean from this figure. T he S/X of a point source 

read iess a max imum at fairly small radi i, approx imate ly given by, but not in general equal 

to,, the full-widt h at half m a x i m um (FWI IM ) of the point spread function ( P S F ). (Note: 

Inn Howell [1990a] a. typographical error led to this being l isted as the half width at half 

m a x i m umm [ I IWHM]. ) From this m a x i m u m, the S/X decreases in bo th d i rect ions. Secondly. 

thee m a x i m um S/X is not necessari ly at the same radius for all point sources, even when the 

sourcess are measured from the same C CD frame. Lastly, the decrease away from m a x i m um 

S/XS/X is qui te rapid in all cases. 

Wee can see that to obta in the m a x i m um S/X for a given point source observat ion, a 

softwaree aper tu re equal to the m a x i m um S/X for each par t icu lar source would be op t imum 

andd can lead to a large pho tomet r ic improvement (Howell 1990a). Too small of an aper tu re 

doesn'tt allow for enough signal and too large of an aper tu re includes many noisy pixels. In 

prac l ice.. an aper tu re sui ted to the faintest point sources of in terest, while being sl ightly too 

smalll  for br ighter sources, works qu i te well. 

4 . 4 .44 G r o w t h C u r v es 

Thee method of da ta ext rac t ion descr ibed in the O p t i m um Data Ex t rac t ion section above 

does,, however, not include all t he light collected by the ( 'CD for a source of in terest. So if 

o p t i m umm extract ion techniques are to be used, some correct ion scheme (somet imes called an 

a p e r t u ree correct ion: see chapter by DaCosta) must lie appl ied in order to de te rm ine the t rue 
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Tablee 4.1: Terms Used in Equations 1.1 — 4.3 

N»» Total counts collected in source (electrons / integration 

iipixx Total number of pixels used in measuring aperture 

Nss Sky level (electrons / pixel / integration) 

NDD Dark level (electrons / pixel / integration) 

NRR Read noise (nns electrons / pixel / read) 

ill ,, Total number of pixels used in background determination 

GG Gain of CCD (electrons / ADU ) 

Goo Gain used when ('CD parameters (such as read noise) 

weree measured, usually equal to G 

ajaj Variance of digitization noise 

100 0 
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-- 40
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tt t t t t t t < i » -» -» -> -

55 7 9 1 1 1 3 1 5 1 7 1 9 2 1 
Ins t rumenta ll Magnitude 

Fig.. 4.3. - Two examples showing the regimes over which simple Poisson statistics work 
andd then how quickly they fail. These data are 300 second exposures. For example, use of 
Eq.. (4.1) for a 19th magnitude point source on a 0.9m telescope would yield ~30% error as 
comparedd to using Eq. (4.2). 
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18THH MAGNITUDE STAR 
Fordd CCD 

Fig.. 4.4.— An 18th magnitude point source imaged at fairly high S/l\ on a Ford Aerospace 

CCD.. Note how the core is well defined and fairly Gaussian in shape. The large area 

containedd in the wings is quite noisy due to both read and sky noise. 
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Fig.. 4.5. Plots of the S/N calculated from Eq. (4.3) for three points sources. The middle 

curvee is for a source 2 mags fainter than the top source, while the bottom source is four mags 

fainter.. The optimum extraction aperture for the two fainter sources is near (J.75 FWHM. 
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totall  flux. Summing over the areal distribution of light in steps of increasing radii, a growth 

curvee for a given point source can be produced (l)a('osta et al. 1982; Howell 1989, 1990b; 

Stetsonn 1990). Figure 4.6 gives some examples of typical CCD point source growth curves. 

Howelll  (1990b) and Stetson (1990) discuss these in detail and give examples of their uses. 

4.4.55 Background Determinat ion 

Thee standard method of 2-D aperture photometry (see e.g., Adams ü al. 1980) consists 

off  placing a software aperture of some radius around a source of interest and summing the 

fluxflux within it. Next, an annulus of inner radius larger than the source radius and outer radius 

determinedd by other considerations, such as field crowding or wanting a large enough sample 

off  the background, is summed over and an estimate of the background is found (see Merline 

andd Howell 1995 for a discussion of errors due to background determination). This estimate 

mightt be a simple average, the mode, the median, or some other statistical construct. The 

singlee number that results from the background determination is then multiplied by the total 

numberr of pixels in the source aperture and subtracted from that sum. One is thus left with 

ann estimate of the source flux. 

Forr bright sources, where jV, is large compared to the rest of the noise terms, this 

backgroundd estimate and subtraction process is a very small source of error and almost 

anyy method used to get the background value will suffice. Unfortunately, for most of our 

observations,, background determination is the critical part of the entire analysis and is thus 

aa very important step in performing good 2-D digital photometry. When the background 

iss determined from any CCD image it is not likely that usage of any two methods (such as 

thee mean and the median, for example) will yield the same estimate for the background or 

""  value. Therefore, by using one method over another, different answers are produced. 

Whichh is correct? 

Evenn a difference in the sky value determined by two methods of as small as 1 ADC 

mayy cause a difference of npix times 1 ADC ~ 80 ADC for a source. For a CCD of gain 

100 electrons/ADl'. this gives 800 electrons = 800 photons uncertainty in X. possibly a 

substantiall  fraction of X. itself. This topic is discussed in Howell (1989), who concludes that 

forr low S/X observations, any sky determination scheme may lead to problems and suggest 

growthh curves as a way out of the dilemma. 
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4.55 G e t t i n g a L o ok at Y o ur  D a t a 

Beforee we begin with the detai ls associated with differential t ime series photomet ry. I 

wouldd lik e to show you some subt le points associated with and necessary to be aware of 

concerningg point, sources imaged onto ( 'CDs. Merl ine and Howell (1992) have developed a 

modell  for point sources imaged on to a ( 'CD. We make use of that model here to show the 

readerr 3-D profiles of point sources from high through low S/.\'. Th is wil l i l lus t ra te some of 

thee necessary reasons for hav ing a good handle on unders tand ing the noise te rms and how to 

ca lcu la tee the errors correct ly in ( 'CD da ta (see Merl ine and Howell 1995 for more examples). 

F iguree -1.7 shows three models for stars of 17th, 19th, and 21st magn i tude, imaged onto 

aa TI ( 'CD with a one-meter te lescope. Table 4.2 gives comple te detai ls of the models. 

Thee A x u m I v l graphics package (from Tr iMet r ix , Inc.) was used on a I 'C/.VI to make 

thee plots in Fig. 1.7. T he 3-D plots are made as pixel h is tograms ra ther than the common 

spl inee surface fits. We prefer to use and suggest pixel h is tograms ra ther than the common 

spl inee fit s as splines tend to smooth out the real features in 3-D da ta, mask ing the detai led 

na tu ree of the image. 

Forr the 17th magn i t ude star, we see that it can be classed as marg ina l ly bright, as 

A",, > npix(Xs + .\[) + -Vj^). Thus, the background is a somewhat u n i m p o r t a nt contr ibut ion 

inn te rms of noise. For the 21st mag object, just the opposi te is t rue. Deal ing with the noisy 

backgroundd would be the biggest uncer ta in ty in performing accura te pho tome t ry on this 

ob ject. . 

Fromm Fig. -1.7(c), one can easily see how a single number does not represent the back-

groundd (sky) value very well. It is this large uncer ta in ty we want to avoid by not using the 

largee area conta ined 'in the stel lar wings. Keep these profiles in mind when you are working 

witl ii  (..'CD images, as this is what your data really look lik e to whatever software you use. 

Rout iness like Causs ian fits, sky es t imators, and 2-1) pho tomet ry packages should all be used 

wit hh the unders tand ing that, knowing your noise character is t ics is as impor tant as the signal 

youu are interested in. 

4 .66 D i f f e ren t i a l P h o t o m e t ry 

Differentiall  pho tome t ry using a ( 'CD has been used now for some years with much 

success.. It allows highly precise pho tomet r ic measures to be ob la ined even for faint sources 

andd with small te lescopes. To da te. 1 believe the "records" for the faintest, light curve 
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Fig.. 4.6.— Growth curves for five stars from a single CCD frame. This example shows how 

welll  sampled stars define growth curves for a given frame, and how fainter stars deviate from 

thiss mean curve when they are extracted at large (usual) radii. The mean curve can be used 

too "correct" the low S/N sources back to their real values. 

Tablee 4.2: Model Parameters for Figure 4.7 

Skyy Magnitude (mag/sq. arcsec) 
FWHMM (arcsec) 

Telescopee diameter (m) 

Filterr (AC.AA) A 

CCDD quantum eff. (%) 

Pixell  size (microns) 

iipixx (pixels) 

NRR (e"/pixel/read) 

Nss (ADU/pixel) 

NDD (e"/pixel/read) 

Cainn (e"/ADU) 

Int.. time (sec) 

Figuree 4.7a (Mag, N», S/N) 

Figuree 4.7b (Mag. N„, S/N) 

Figuree 4.7c (Mag, X,. S/N) 

21.5 5 

1.5 5 
i i . ' i i 

5500,, 980 

70 0 

15 5 

69 9 

8 8 

70 0 

0 0 

4.15 5 
Til l l 

17,, 12701. 185 

19.. 1992, 12 

21.. 307. 6.5 
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TII  CCD MODEL 
17U\\ Magnitude Star 

(a) ) 

TII CCD MODEL TI CCD MODEL 
II  Dili Magnitude Star 2 1st Magnitude Star 

Fig.. 4.7.— Models of a) 17th, b) 19th, and c) 21st magnitude stars are shown. They have 

S/NS/N values of 185. 42, and 6.5 respectively. Note how the profiles become less well defined 

withh respect to the relative increase in the noise level. 
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obta inedd on 1-2 m class telescopes are near 22-23rd magn i tude, with a sampl ing t ime of Ö-10 

minutess and a precision of  0.20 mags. These numbers are p re t ty impressive and should 

givee an indicat ion of the t ype of work possible (see e.g.. Gil l i land and Brown 19SS, Mille r ft 

al.al. 1989. Howell tt al. 1991). 

Differentiall  pho tome t ry Is a very powerful techn ique which allows observers to use manv 

t radi t ional lyy unusable n ights, a t ta in very precise measures, and does not e l im ina te the pos-

sibil i t yy of obta in ing abso lu te magn i tudes for the source of interest. 1 wil l now discuss the 

methodd of differential pho tome t ry (following Howell tt al. 19SS) in its s implest form, includ-

ingg an appropr ia te test to de te rm ine if t rue variabi l i ty was observed. 

Forr each ( 'CD frame we can measure three sources (\\ (\ and A') and form the differ-

encess (in magn i tude) I ' - C and C - A' or the ratios (in flux) V/C and t ' / A ' . T he f - A 

lightt curve da ta are used for th ree purposes: 1 ) to check for var iabi l i ty or t rends in the com-

parisonss themselves, 2) as a measure of the intr insic accuracy provided by the ins t rumental 

setupp used, ami W) as a reference to de te rmine if I ' is indeed variable and at what level. Since 

thiss differencing techn ique essential ly e l iminates any drifts that occur between all the sources 

s imul taneouslyy ( including clouds, air mass effects, color t e rms, and differentia! refract ion), 

thesee types of observat ions can even be made dur ing non-pho tomet r ic weather ( i .e.. clouds) 

wit hh the only real loss being in te rms of total flux collected dur ing passing clouds for a given 

integrat ionn t ime (see Figures 2 and 8). 

Differentiall  pho tome t ry has been around for years and is not a techn ique new to ( 'CDs 

(seee Young et al. 1991). When this technique was used with P M T s, one could in tegrate on 

eachh of the sources independent ly, choosing different in tegrat ion t imes such that the output 

S'/AA for each source was the same. Therefore, the ou tput light curves could be direct ly 

compared.. When using a C CD however, all the sources present on a given frame are of the 

samee integrat ion t ime, which means that in general, none of their associated .s'/.V values wil l 

bee equal. Thus a direct compar ison of each source light curve is not possible (see Howell 

1990a).. What is needed is a scale factor for each source which provides a "correct ion" for 

alll  the individual .S'/A' values. This gives all of them equal footing and this correct ion must 

bee applied bfforf compar ing V - C with C' - A'. 

Followingg Howell H al. (19S8). we make the following assumpt ions about any variabi l i ty 

seenn in the sources. 

4-r:: = 4-c(VAR) + 4_r ( I \ST) (4,1) 

and d 

°1-K°1-K = °r-K -(VAK ) + <7?._K(INST) = a(
2_K ( I \ \ S T) (4.5) 

Eachh da ta set has two likely components of variabi l i ty: one due to ins t rumental varia-
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t ionss (a generic te rm for all noise, lik e photon stat is t ics, read noise, etc ., not including any 

actuall  source var iabi l i ty) and, secondly, any actual source variat ion itself. For C — l\ . we 

assumee that cr2_/ v( YAR ) = Ü. and it is up to the observer to show th is. 

Ourr goal is to compare o\_c wi th ol
r_K in such a way as to de te rm ine if V is, in fact, 

var iable.. I his is accompl ished by the use of a scaling factor, T2, in the following way: 

4 _ r ( I N S T )) = F V 2 _ K ( I N S T) (4.6) 

T hee expression for F2 is given in Howell et al. (198S) and conta ins te rms which relate 

thee S/.X of each differential l ight curve. In this way. var iat ions seen in t he suspected variable 

da taa can be compared to what is expected merely one to stat is t ical noise (i.e.. i r 2-_c. (F \ST)). 

T hee appl icat ion of Eq. (4.6) can be done for each ( 'CD frame separate ly or appl ied globally 

too an ent i re da ta set. F igure 4.9 gives an example of th is. In genera l, if one's da ta do not 

containn any large1 excursions (such as moonr ise dur ing a t ime-ser ies observat ion, for example), 

thenn Eq. (4.6) globally appl ied is usual ly sufficient. 

Sincee T2 is a scaling factor re la t ing two variances, its value should be kept as close to 

1.00 as possible. This wil l occur if all three sources are of equal magn i t ude. Rarely does 

thiss happen, however, and the best compromise is having V or A' as close as possible in 

magn i tude,, with C sl ightly br ighter. In reality, one must use whatever sources are available 

onn a given f rame and, as F2 gets fur ther from unity, a less s t r ingent test of variabi l i ty wil l 

occur.. Once the F2 value is ca lcu lated, appl icat ion of Eq. (4.6) wil l show if the actual 

measuredd <r\,  _c is what, one expects (i.e., ay_c(\SHT)), or if (T\_C appears to be greater, 

therebyy possibly ind icat ing real source variabil i ty. An F-test can then be appl ied to check 

forr variabi l i ty in the source of in terest. V . at a p redetermined confidence level. This test for 

variabi l i ty,, at say the 95% confidence level, does not de te rm ine what kind of variable signal 

thee da ta show (i.e., s inusoidal), merely if the source V is indeed var iable (see Howell d al. 

11 DNS for detai ls and Howell 1990b). 

4.77 T h e F u t u r e 

CCDss are becoming very commonp lace in todays well equ ipped observatory. They wil l 

undoub ted lyy increa.se the sheer amount of da ta collected by orders of magn i t ude compared 

too previous years of observat ion. New technologies of deal ing with all th is da ta and how 

andd what amount to keep are large issues that still need to be decided. In the visible part 

off  Ihe spec t rum, the q u a n t um efficiencies of CCDs are current ly p re t ty high and read noise 

perr pixel per read has dropped to a very low level. Therefore. I don 't believe1 that further 

http://increa.se
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Fig.. 4.8.— Differential light curves produced from the data in Fig. 4.2. The C\ - C3 light 

curvee has a l a error of 0.053 mags, equal to its predicted value (see Eq. (10) in Howell et 

al.. 1988). The V - C\ light curve shows that V is indeed variable and the F-test discussed 

inn the text shows it to be variable at > 99.5% confidence level. 
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Fig.. 4 . 9 .- A near-IR light curve for the star DM Dra. It was measured when at a „,« 

magnitudee of V = 21.7. The top panel shows the variations in the star itself, while t 

bottomm pane] shows two comparisons referenced against each other as a control. Eq. ( 1 

hass been applied to these data on a frame-by-frame basis, thus each measurement is assign 

itss own error. The single error bar at the lower left is the global value calculated for C -

fromm Eq. (4.6). Note that the global error matches well the individual C - K scatter a 

howw the error in the V - C data increases when the star gets fainter. 
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advancess in these paramete rs wil l he the biej areas of ' improvement in the future years of 

( 'CDD research. The areas of t remendous progress wil l he: 1) The collection of previously 

un th inkab lee da ta sets in te rms of precision and temporal coverage, and 2) the way in which 

wee deal with these da ta after collect ion. New software techniques, rea l - t ime da ta reduct ion, 

andd part icu lar ly, new ideas of how to reduce1 t he data collected are current ly advancing and 

wil ll  provide a new revelat ion to as t ronomy. So get involved, come on, we are all count ing on 

you! ! 
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